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11. Repetitive Imperfective (Excerpt from Eggleston, 2013) 
The repetitive imperfective in Tlingit is used to describe something which occurs regularly 
or repeatedly. This form is translated into English as ‘s/he does it (regularly)’. The purpose 
of the parenthetical (regularly) as part of the definition is to distinguish it from the English 
translations of the basic imperfective ‘s/he does it’, and the perfective habitual ‘s/he does it 
(every time)’. The semantic differences between these three forms can be subtle. The 
imperfective form indicates a situation in the present tense, or a situation which is 
generally true, as in: at sa.ée ‘s/he is cooking (presently)’ or ‘s/he cooks (generally)’. The 
perfective habitual indicates a situation which occurs every time another situation is true 
(every time X happens, every Sunday, every evening, etc.), as in: at us.éeych ‘s/he cooks 
(every time)’. This form might be used in the context ‘she cooks every time her 
grandmother comes over’ or ‘he cooks every Saturday’. The repetitive imperfective 
indicates a situation that occurs regularly, but without being contingent on another event, 
or a specific time, as in: at is.éex ‘s/he cooks (regularly)’. This form might be used to 
indicate that he does the cooking in his household, for example.  Additional examples of 
repetitive imperfective forms are:  Du taayí yoo x'ayatánk. ‘She talks in her sleep 
(regularly).’ and; X'aan gookx' áwé yéi akéech. ‘People sit around the fire (regularly).’  
The structure of the repetitive imperfective form is tied to each verb theme’s conjugation 
prefix. Remember from Section 2.10 that the conjugation prefix of motion themes is 
determined by the direction word/phrase that accompanies it, and thus a given verb stem 
(such as –goot ‘go on foot (singular subject)’) may occur in multiple themes in all four 
conjugation categories. Motion themes belonging to the na, ga, and ga conjugation 
categories behave the same as active, stative, and eventive verbs in each of these categories 
with respect to the repetitive imperfective form. It’s the Ø conjugation motion themes that 
present a more complex situation. There are six subgoups of Ø conjugation motion themes, 
distinguished by their repetitive imperfective morphology. Each group has a specific 
combination of preverb, prefix, and/or suffix required by the repetitive imperfective form. 
Please refer to the appendix of Edwards (2009a) for a full description of motion themes 
and their repetitive imperfective forms. The following discussion applies to all active, 
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stative, and eventive verb themes, and motion themes that use the na-, ga-, or ga- 
conjugation prefixes.    
 
Although the conjugation prefix is not present in the repetitive imperfective, it determines 
a verb’s repetitive imperfective form. Table 43 below illustrates the relationship between 
the conjugation prefix (CP) and the repetitive imperfective form of the verb.  For each CP, 
the table shows the preverb (a word which occurs to the left of the verb), the form of the 
classifier, and the suffix used in the repetitive imperfective form, along with an example.   
 
Table 43. Repetitive Imperfective Forms for Each Conjugation Category 

CP Preverb Classifier Suffix Example 
Ø-, 
na-* 

--- -I -x as.éex ‘he cooks it (regularly)’ 

na- yoo +I -k yoo ayal’óonk ‘he hunts it (regularly)’ 
ga- kei -I -ch kei latseench ‘he gets strong (regularly)’ 
ga- yei -I -ch yei adagánch ‘it gets sunny (regularly)’ 

*Note that a few na conjugation verbs use this repetitive imperfective form, but the majority uses the one listed in the following row.   
Each of the repetitive imperfective types listed in the table above will be discussed in turn. 
In each of the tables below the imperative forms are given to illustrate the verb’s 
conjugation prefix, and the imperfective forms are given for comparison with their 
repetitive imperfective counterparts. 
 
 
11.1 Ø Conjugation Verbs 
In the repetitive imperfective form, Ø conjugation verbs use the –I form of the classifier (la-, 
s-, Ø-, and da- respectively in Table 44 below) and require the repetitive suffix  –x.  Note 
that open verb stems (those that end in a vowel) such as awsit’áa ‘s/he warmed it up’ will 
always have a long vowel when a suffix is added, as in ast’eix ‘s/he warms it up (regularly)’. 
Note also the apophony taking place, where the sound of the vowel changes from –aa to -ei 
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in this particular verb stem. As with the –ch suffix used in the perfective habitual and the –n 
suffix used in the progressive imperfective and conditional, this is a requirement of the 
repetitive suffixes for verbs ending in –aa and –oo. In Tlingit, an open verb stem ending in –
aa or -oo becomes –ei with the addition of a repetitive suffix (there seem to be exceptions 
for the repetitive suffix –ch and these will be discussed in Section 11.3).  
 Table 44. Repetitive Imperfective Forms for Ø Conjugation Verbs 

CP Imperative Imperfective Repetitive Imperfective 
Ø- Kalas’úk! 

Fry it! 
aklas’úk 
s/he is frying it 

aklas’úkx 
s/he fries it (regularly) 

Ø- Sat’á! 
Warm it up! 

ast’eix 
s/he is warming it up 

ast’eix 
s/he warms it up (regularly) 

Ø- Kuk’ít’! 
Pick berries! 

kuk’éet’ 
s/he is picking berries 

kuk’ít’x 
s/he picks berries (regularly) 

Ø- Yeedanákw! 
Bait hooks! 

yadanákws’ 
s/he is baiting hooks 

yadanákwx 
s/he baits hooks (regularly) 

 
One more point regarding the example ast’eix  in Table 44 above must be made. For a 
handful of verbs, the imperfective form is identical to the repetitive imperfective form. 
These are verbs that have no basic imperfective form (one without a repetitive suffix –x, -k, 
-ch), but whose repetitive imperfective form serves both purposes semantically. In other 
words, the form, which looks like a repetitive imperfective form can have both of the 
following meanings: ‘s/he is doing it (presently)’ and ‘s/he does it (regularly)’. In these 
instances, we consider the form to be both a basic imperfective (because it serves this 
purpose semantically) and repetitive imperfective. A familiar verb which serves as another 
example is yoo x’ayatánk  ‘s/he is talking; s/he talks (regularly)’. This is a na conjugation 
verb, which is the next topic. 
 
11.2 Na Conjugation Verbs 
Most na conjugation verbs require the preverb yoo/yóo (the tone dependent on speaker 
dialect), the +I form of the classifier, and the suffix –k. Examples of these are given in the 
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first four rows of the table below. The imperative forms are given to illustrate the 
conjugation prefix, but note that this prefix is not present in the repetitive imperfective.  
 
There are some na conjugation verbs that use the repetitive imperfective form described 
above for Ø conjugation verbs (examples given in the final three rows in Table 45 below). A 
few na conjugation verbs have both repetitive imperfective forms, as shown in the 5th and 
6th rows below. There doesn’t seem to be any predictability as to which type of repetitive 
imperfective a na conjugation verb will take, however the majority fall into the first 
category (yoo preverb, +I classifier, -k suffix).  
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Table 45. Repetitive Imperfective Forms for na Conjugation Verbs 

CP Imperative English Repetitive 
Imperfective 

English 

na- Naxaash! Cut it! yoo ayaxáshk s/he cuts it (regularly) 
na- Anal’eix! Dance! yoo ayal’éxk s/he dances (regularly) 
na- Aneest’eix! Troll! yoo adzit’eixk s/he trolls (regularly) 
na- Kanas.á! Grow it! yoo aksi.éik s/he grows it (regularly) 
na- Yéi inatí! Be that 

way! 
yéi yoo yateek OR 

yéi teex 
that’s the way he/she/it 

is (regularly) 
na- Natóow! Read it! yoo ayatóowk OR 

atúwx 
s/he reads it (regularly) 

na- A daa 
yanees.á! 

Examine it! a daa yas.éix s/he examines it 
(regularly) 

na- Natá! Go to sleep! teix s/he sleeps (regularly) 
na- Shaneesyá! Anchor! shasyéix s/he anchors (regularly) 

 
11.3 Ga and Ga Conjugation Verbs 
In the repetitive imperfective, as we have seen for the future tense, ga conjugation verbs 
use the preverb kei while ga verbs use the preverb yei. This is the only difference between 
these two groups in the repetitive imperfective form. Both use the –I form of the classifier 
and the repetitive suffix –ch. The first four rows in Table 46 below provide examples of ga 
verbs and the final four rows ga verbs. Again, although the conjugation prefix is not present 
in the repetitive imperfective form, all of the examples here serve to show the correlation 
between conjugation category and this form. 
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Table 46. Repetitive Imperfective Forms for ga and ga Conjugation Verbs 

CP Imperative English Repetitive 
Imperfective 

English 

ga- Igak’éi! Be good! kei k’éich he/she/it gets better 
(regularly) 

ga- Gahées’! Borrow it! kei ahées’ch s/he borrows it (regularly) 
ga- Gagaax! Cry! kei gáxch s/he cries (regularly) 
ga- Gashgóok! Learn how 

to do it! 
kei ashgóokch s/he learns (fast) how to do it 

ga- Geesgáax! Ask for it! yei asgáaxch s/he asks for it (regularly) 
ga- Gaxoox! Summon 

him/her! 
yei axooxch s/he summons him/her 

(regularly) 
ga- Galsháat! Hold it! yei alshátch s/he holds it (regularly) 
ga- Galgú! Wipe it! yei algwéich s/he wipes it (regularly) 

 
We’ve seen several examples so far of the repetitive suffixes causing apophony in verb 
stems ending in –aa and –oo. With respect to the repetitive suffix –ch (distinct from the 
habitual suffix –ch), there are three apparent exceptions. Already noted in Chapter 7 is the 
stem –yaa ‘pack on one’s back’, given in (268a-b) below. Another exception is the stem –
goo found in the themes for ‘fun’, ‘happy’, and ‘want’. This is illustrated in Examples (269a-
b) below, using the theme for ‘want’. And finally, the stem –ts’áa ‘fragrant’ is given in (270a-
b). 
 
(268a) O-S-Ø-yaa~ (ga event) ‘for S to carry O on back’ 
(268b) kei ayáach   ‘s/he carries it on his/her back (regularly)’ 
 
(269a) N tuwáa S-s-góo (ga sate) ‘for N to want, like, desire S’ 
(269b) du tuwáa kei sagóoch ‘s/he wants it (regularly)’ 
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(270a) O-l-ts’áa (ga state)  ‘for O to be fragrant, sweet-smelling’ 
(270b) kei lats’áaych   ‘he/she/it becomes fragrant (regularly)’ 
 
11.4 Stem Variation in the Repetitive Imperfective 
Stem variation in the repetitive imperfective mode is determined solely by the verb root 
type. Let’s look at open roots first. Remember that there are two types of open roots: CVV 
and CVVh, these being distinct in the repetitive imperfective mode. CVV roots have long 
high stems in the repetitive imperfective while CVVh roots have long low stems. Example 
(271a-b) have a CVV root while (272a-b) have a CVVh root. (Note that in (272a), the CVV 
Imp/Hort/Pot that is part of the verb theme has been omitted here to save space). 
 
(271a) ka-s-.aa~ (na act)  ‘for a plant to grow’ 
(271b) yoo ksi.éik   ‘it grows (regularly)’ 
 
(272a) O-shu-ka-S-ø-jaaʰ~ (ø act) ‘for S to instruct, show O’ 
(272b) ashukajeix   ‘s/he instructs him/her (regularly)’ 
 
All closed roots have short high stems in the repetitive imperfective mode. Following is an 
example of each closed root type: CVVC, CVVC, and CVVC’ respectively. (Note that in (275a) 
the CVC' Hort/Pot that is part of the verb theme has been omitted here to save space). 
 
(273a) O-sha-S-ø-x̲eech~ (ø event) ‘for S to club, hit O on the head’ 
(273b) ashaxíchx   ‘s/he clubs it (regularly)’ 
 
 
(274a) k ̲u-ka-j-g̲éet~ (ø event) ‘for the sky to be dark’ 
(274b) kukashgítx   ‘it gets dark (regularly)’ 
 
(275a) O-ka-S-ø-xéel'~ (ø event) ‘for S to bother, trouble O’ 
(275b) akaxíl’x   ‘s/he bothers him/her (regularly)’ 
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The exception to these stem variation patterns of course, is invariable verbs, which will 
have the same stem form throughout the paradigm. There are several examples in Table 46 
above, including kei ahées’ch ‘s/he borrows it (regularly), kei ashgóokch ‘s/he learns 
(quickly) how to do it’, yei asgáaxch ‘s/he asks for it (regularly)’, and yei axooxch ‘s/he calls 
him/her (regularly)’, all of which have long high invariable stems. Note that there are four 
verb themes with invariable stems documented in the paradigms on the CD that have 
irregular stems in the repetitive imperfective mode. These are illustrated in Section 15.3. 
 
Table 47 below provides an example repetitive form for each root type. Note that the –X in 
the table represents any suffix. As was discussed above, the repetitive suffix will be either –
x, -ch, or –k. The negative repetitive imperfective was not regularly documented in this 
research, however according to the few negative repetitive imperfective forms I did 
document, and according to Leer (1991), it has the same stem form as the affirmative 
repetitive imperfective. The only difference between the affirmative and negative repetitive 
imperfective forms then, will be the negative particle tlél and, for first and third person 
subjects, the irrealis prefix u- (the irrealis prefix only occurs with first and third person 
subjects).  
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Table 47. Stem Variation in the Repetitive Imperfective 

Basic Stem 
Shape ↓ 

Ø na, ga, ga 

CVV CVV-X axéix ‘she eats it (regularly)’ O-S-Ø-xaa~ (Ø act) ‘for S to eat O’ 

CVV-X yoo akayahéixk ‘he plants it (regularly)’ O-ka-S- Ø-haa~ (na act) ‘for S to plant O’ 
CVVh CVV-X asteix  ‘he steams it (regularly)’ O-S-s-taah~ (Ø act) ‘for S to boil, steam O’ 

CVV-X teix ‘she sleeps (regularly)’ S-Ø-taah~ (na act) ‘for (singular) S to sleep’ 
CVVC CVC-X asxúkx  ‘she dries it (regularly)’ O-S-s-xook~ (Ø act) ‘for S to dry O’ 

CVC-X yoo ayaxáshk ‘he cuts it (regularly)’ O-S-Ø-xaash~ (na act) ‘for S to cut O with knife’ 
CVVC CVC-X akachákx  ‘he packs it (regularly)’ O-ka-S-Ø-cháak~ (Ø act; CVC Hort/Pot) ‘for S to pack O’ 

CVC-X yei alshátch ‘she holds it (regularly)’ O-S-l-sháat~ (ga act) ‘for S to hold, retain O’ 
CVVC’ CVC’-X as.át’x ‘she chills it (regularly)’ O-S-s-.áat’~ (Ø act) ‘for S to make O cold’ 

CVC’-X yoo aya.ús’k ‘he washes it (regularly)’ O-S-Ø-.óos’~ (na act) ‘for S to wash O’ 
  


